Guide for Parents/Guardians
English
Word Wizard- pg.91, 92, 93 and 94.
Spelling made fun- List 30 on page 64. As I have said before I do not
expect you to give a test, it is up to each parent on what they feel it is
an appropriate amount of work. However, it is beneficial to do the
activities to become familiar with the word patterns.
Reading
DEAR time- Drop everything and read! Try to read for 15 minutes a day.
I would love to hear about the books you are reading! 
I have uploaded a PDF of the BFG on the website with an audio link of
me reading and the children can follow along to the words as I read.
For this week they could read Chapter 8 called “Snoozecumber”
independently.
Oral Language (for over the next two weeks)
I have set a grid on one of the pages below with topics that the
children can explain orally and practice using for their explanation
writing this week.
Writing
Cursive handwriting practice- Practice a page of your handwriting.
Explanation writing-Explanations are written to explain how
something work.
Write out a rough draft for your explanation writing about how honey
is made after you watch the video on the website.
I have attached a template below to help with your writing. I have also
included an example of explanation writing for the children to read and
a slide to practice explanation writing and revise the water cycle from
last week.
Free writing (if you have extra time!)
Make it Monday- Write a recipe for a creative Summer drink you
designed.
Tell me Tuesday- Tell me all about your favourite summer holiday or
trip you went on.
Weigh in Wednesday- Do you think we should wear sunscreen?
Once upon a Thursday- Tell me a story about an adventure.. to the sun.
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Maths
This week we are looking at the topic of Perimeter.

Planet maths- We will be looking at perimeter for the first time
this year on pages 133-136 for 4th Class. 3rd class are looking at
pg.142 and pg.71+72. The activities are outlined on the timetable.
Maths Videos- I have made a Maths video which talks about
Perimeter and I have a worksheet below for the children to
complete after the watch the video.

Mental Maths tasks- I have included the maths task that can be
done daily or at the end of the week.
Times Tables- we will be revising over our 4 and 8 times tables. The
children can use Topmarks website to practice. Also, if you have a
deck of cards you could also get the child to pick a card and
multiply it by 4 and 8.
Gaeilge
Ceartlitriú- I would like the children to continue to look at the unit
on page 21 for their spellings and activities on pg.41+42 for
revision.
Sahmradh- I have made a PowerPoint to help the children learn
some new words for Summer and a poem to practice too.
Read the story “Samhradh Beag” and answer the questions. I have
also attached an audio link of me reading the story for the children
to listen to and read out loud themselves afterwards to practice
their oral Irish.
(The audio link is under the Irish tab on the website not on this
document.) With the questions, the children just need to find the
correct sentence from the text and write it in their copy.
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SESEGeography- I have uploaded a Powerpoint on the website about
Bees for the children to learn about and there is a task to complete
at the end.
Science- Build and design a waterslide with the materials and
guidelines outlined on the website.
History- I have uploaded a PowerPoint to the website about an
Aztec Myth about the sun with an activity at the end.

Art/Drama
Art- The children can create art this week using shadows from the
sun outside! I have included some examples of what they could on
the website but they can be as creative as they like.
Drama- Try and act out the Myth from our history story.
Music

I have uploaded a document on the website that access the
Dabbledoo website with four weeks of lessons available. This
weeks lesson is about “History of Irish Music”.
Religion
I have uploaded a video on the website about the pilgrimage of
Croagh Patrick with questions for the children to answer after.

SPHE
I have inserted a challenge below for Sun safety and there is a
PowerPoint on the website for the children to learn some facts
about Sun Safety before they complete the task.

English- Explanation Writing
Explanations are written to explain how something work. E.g.
How does a rainbow occur? Explanation texts are organised
by: a definition or statement, and a sequenced explanation.
How is Food Digested?
The food we eat is broken down and used by our bodies. This
breaking down of food is called digestion. You may have
heard your stomach gurgling after you have eaten. The
stomach, teeth, tongue and intestines all help to digest food.

When you chew your food, digestion begins. The food is
pushed by the tongue to the trapdoor at the back of the
mouth called the oesophagus. It then moves to the stomach
where the digestive juices make it smaller.
In the small intestine, the goodness is ‘soaked up’. Finally,
water is taken out in the large intestines. The goodness that is
left can now be carried around the body by the blood to be
used for energy, repair and growth!

English- Explanation Practice Writing
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English- Explanation Writing- Rough draft
I have made a video to show you my dad’s beehive and they honey
that has come out of it. Once you have watched the video you can
start your rough draft about this question- How is honey made?

English- Oral Language
To practice our oral language skills for our
explanation writing this week, I want you to pick
some of the topics below and see can you explain
it to someone in your family.
What is an
astronauts job?

How do you
play tag?

What are the
rules of Gaelic
football?
Can you explain Can you explain Can you explain
the life cycle of
how to fly a
how your
a butterfly.
kite.
favourite game
works.
Explain how a
Explain how
Explain the life
rainbow is
the sun can be
cycle of a
formed.
used as energy.
tadpole.

Gaeilge- Samhradh Beag

SPHE- Sun Safety
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